What beliefs are reflected by these behaviors?

- Women hating
- Violence
- Domination
- Ability to cause fear
- Greed/ Materialism
- Child-hating
- Oppression
- Shaming
- Might over right
- Dishonesty
- Jealousy

Our values and our beliefs play a major role as to how we see life and how we treat and interact with one another as human beings!

We tend to act out our values and beliefs in our behaviors.

**VIOLENCE**

- Physically Attacking The Sexual Parts of Her Body
- Treating Her Like A Sex Object

**PHYSICAL VIOLENCE**

- Punching – Kicking – Choking –
- Pushing – Slapping – Pulling Hair

VIOLENCE = Having societal and individual power that gives privilege to certain groups over others. This leads to many forms of oppression that destroy, kill and creates an unsafe, fearful and unnatural environment for everyone.

Based on models by Sacred Circle and DAIP